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Finding Specter's - the Commission's - skeletons did not require 

opening all the official graves. Indedd, the bulk alone makes this im-

possible. The files are estimated to total 300 cubic feet. In files, 

where millions e4' words can be contained in a single cubic foot, the total 
LA444,44ZIF 

is enormous, incalculable. 'The- ulehappy Vcci'   is that onee one learns to 

skip around the extensive junk, the trivia and the great volume of the 

irrelevant, it is almost impossible not to stub an investigative to on a 

promising stone. 

When there is a murder, the autopsy and the medical evidence are, 

of course, essential evidence. 

Harwood preferred to believe there was nothing wrong with the autops; 

He told me this, citing by way of proof what he elected to omit from his 

story, that the White House ...tmeaning in this case the advisors of the 

late *President?, hod invited the Post to have an observer at the autopsy. 

Why should the "White House" have invited the Post to have an observer at 

the autopsy if there were to be wrongdoing bkere? 

',What Harwood was implying is what nobody ever suggested, that the 

late President's staff' was in some way Involved in his murder or its 

coverup. Certainly none of these officiqls ever dreamed the autopsy would 

be a farce. However, had Harwood merely phoned the Lietrict of Columbia 

morgue, as I did, he would have learned that its officials would not have 

been satisfied with that kind of inquest when investigating the murder of 

a skid row bum, let alone that of a President. 

Harwood also failed to note the presence, in the official party at 

BethesdaFIraval HospitIl of his boss, Managing Editor Benjamin Bradlee. 

Only because He failed to look into it did Harwood not learn that 

a "White House" invitation was valueless, that those present at the actual 
I 

autopsy were limited to military medical personnel, except for the4Secret 
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Service and FBI agents_juee 	the former apparently to keep an eye on 

the corpse and the latter to eye them. 

This, in the files, leads inevitably to Specter, what he knew, 

what be knew and tent out of the record that, as the Commis Hon's lawyer 

in charge, he was reseonsible for, and the alleged basis of the FBI's 

above-quoted reports. 

What one fhds here is contradictory to what Specter adduced and to 

the Report, those parts of which Specter presumably drafted fer Commission 

signature. 

The reports of FBI Baltimore Office Agents James W. Sibert and 

Francis X. O'Neill were not printed when the Commission had 26 tery large 

volumes it devoted to what, lacking any appropriate designationii has been 

termed "evidence". Not in the estimated 10,000,000 words was there space 

for these accounts of who was present at the autopsy and what was observed 

there, before and during t} examination. Th4"eports are in the Com-

mission's fifth file. 

From the meficial record built by Specter, one would gather that 

only these agents and Autopsy Burgeons James J. Humes and J. Thornton 

Boswell of the Navy and Pierre Finck of the Army were present. This is 
/a 

false. Aside from those who entered on various missions, thtP4een others 

were there, Sibert and O'Neill, who can be excused their misspelling of 

/
16'1 

names, list these others with the introduction, "The following individuals 

attend d the Autopsy": 

41'4' ' 	C. B. HOLLOWAY, U. S. Navy, Commanding Officer 

Ou  tti.‘1  . 	of the U. S. Naval Medical Center, Bethesda; 

Adm. BERKLEY, U. S. Navy, the President's personal 

physician; 

Commander JAMES J. HUMES, Chief Pathologist, Bethesda 

Naval Hospital, who conducted autopsy/ 
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He al ,-'ised that he had already received instructions from 
FAWLEY es to the presence of Bureau agents. It 

nci-A thai aforcmenticric.: Bureau agents, Mr. ROY 

Mr. WILLIAM GREER an't Mr. WILLIAM 0,LEAliY, Secret 
ger..te.. were the only personnel other than medical 

present during; tne a'..topsy. 

3f 

individuals attended the autopey: 

Adm. C. B. HOLLOWAI, U. S. Navy, Commanding Officer 

of the V. S. Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, 

Adm. BERKLEY, U. S. Navy, the Tresident's pereonal 

physician; 

Cmmanier JAMS J. HUMES, Chief Pathologist, Bethesda 

Naval Hospital, who conducted autopsy; 

Capt. jAKES H. STONER, JR., Commanding Officer, U. S. 

Naval Medical School, Bethesda; 

JOhN T. STRINGER, JM„ Medical puotograph3r; 

IT:9SCLR; 

i'.. PAIRS; 

J. T. BOZWELL7 

J. 3. RUBNIOKI; 

PATIT,  K. O'CONNOR; 

J. C. JENKINS; 

JEAROL F. CRSSTER; 

EDWARD F. REED; 

JAgES KILT:ME:1. 

"tiring the course of the autopey, Lt. Col. P. PUCK, U. a. 
lti*ng,„Armcd Forces Institute of Pathology, arrived to assiat 

c. - p ,nder KUMTI; in tae autopsy. In addition, Lt. Cmdr. 

,J 	 o. v1 Capf9in i)AYID OZBORNL, Chief of Surgery, 

room. 
r 

32.;nra: w7HZE, Curman4ineOfftcer of U. S. Military 

Was!',1r.c%on, D.C., enl.erirl the iltcpsy r-rem to 

:rum t!Ie Secret :•ervic.:1 arrangPment.a u:A.:.:crnIrg the 
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"Capt. JAMES B. STONER, JR., Commanding Officer, U. S. 

Naval Medical School, Bethesda; 

Mr. JOHY T. STRINGER, JR., Medical photographer; 

JAMES H. EBERSOLE; 

LLOYD E. RAIHS; 

J. TO BOZWELL; MI, ask about this 

J. G. RUDNICKI; 

PAUL K. otcoNynP; 

J. C. JENKINS. ; 

JERROL F. ORESTER; 

EDWARD F. REED; 

JAMES METZLER." 

Theispecify that others "watered the autopsy room" and note "Lt. 

Cmdr. Gregg Cross and Captain Day1A4borne, Chief of Surgery"; "Major 

General Wehle, Commanding Office" of the U.S. Military District, Washington, 

D.C."; "AMC Chester H. Boyers, UeS.Eavy... to type rectiipts given by FBI 

and Secret Service for items obtained" (and do not look for these receipts 

or the itemizations, for they are suppressed from the Report and the printec 
a, evidence); these four employees of Gawlerls funeral home, "John Van Hpesen, 

Edwin troble, Thomas Robinson and Mr. Hagen"; "Brigadier General Godfrey 

McHugh, Air Force Aide to the President, was also present, as was Dr. • 
Geo=ge_BAXeman, U. S. Navy". 

From this, once it is dredged from the official swamp of the sup-

pressed documents, we know that there were not fewer than 23 additional 

witnesses at the autopsy. 

There remained, after Specter finished adducing testimony, the most 

basic questions about the autopsy, unresolved confl&cts and a considerable 
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number of them glossed over. There remained unasked gaestions and unsought 

answers, both without justification or excuse. 
"Nlaa-t /  

but not one of these 23, 
rr
men, almost all with medical backgrounds and  

corpetences, was called as a witness. 

There remained the official confusion about the location of the non-

fatal injury in the rear of the President's body. Here were 23 more ex-

perts who could have provided enlightenment and answers. 

They weie-not aalled, the answers not sought. 

This does not encourage belief that they would have testified in 

consonance with the official account, that this was a neck wound. Nor 

does it suggest that the omission of the pictures and X-rays of the 

autopsy is only in deference to the feelings of the survivors. They were 

expunged from the record, where 'ma in any tank-town legal proceeding they 

would have been required. This, the "best evidence" of the autopsy, could 

have been in evidence and examined but not published. 

In his testimony, Dr. Humes said that although it was "redundant", 

he did not really know that a tracheotomy had been performed in Dallas and 

that he phoned Dr. Perry the morning of November 23 - not the night of 

November 22 while he was conducting the autopsy examination- to find out 

(WHITEWASH 180). 

Sibert and O'Neill also were never called as witnesses. If there 

was no other reason for it - and there were many, all of which could have 

made the official verdict more difficult, if not impossible, to render -

this language, from the third page of their report, had to be suppressed 

or the question of perjury had to be faced: 

"Following the removal of the wrapping (of the President's body), 

it was ascertained that a tracheotomy had been performed, as well as 

surgery of the head area, namely, in the top of the skull". 
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The question of this "surgery of the'head area", nowhere mentioned 

in the testimony, may remain a mystery. It is not a mystery that these 

agents, unable to spell proper names, knew that "a tracheotomy had been 

performed". That, and the correct spelling of the uncommon medical term, 

they could have learned only from the doctors. 

Harwood's sources in the Department of Justice palmed off on him, 

and he and the Post accepted, a false explanation of the discrepancies be-

tween the FBI reports of December 9 and January 13 and the autopsy protocol. 

They blamed it on the absence of the FBI agents from the autopsy room and 

called what was accurately reported and observed "hearsay". This is the 

source of the still-accepted fiction. 

The "first incision" of the autopsy was made at 8:15. The phone 

call reporting the finding of the whole bullet was made at 9:00 p.m. But 

it was not until "the latter stages of the Autopsy" that "Dr. Humes located 

an opening which appeared to be a bullet hole which was below the shoulders 

and two inches to the right of the middle line of the spinal column. This 

opening was probed by Dr. HOES with the finger, at which time it was de-

termined that the trajectory of the missile entering at this point had 

entered at a downward position of 45 to 60 degrees. Further probing 
that 4.1LL- 

determined/RI tbaa distance travelled by this missile was a short distance 

inasmuch as the end of the opening could be felt with the finger. Inasmuch 

...waas A  no bullet could be located in the back or any other area of the body 

...and inspection revealing there was no point of exit, the individuals 

performing the autopsy were at a loss to explain why they could find no 

bullets." 

After the agents told Humes of the finding of a bullet at the 
(i• 	, 	• 

hospital, he "advised" that "it-waal-ntirely-polamithat sinceAcardiac 

massage had been performed at Parkland HosOital, it was entirely possible 
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During the autopey 	ineeection of the area cf the brain, 
two fragments of metal were removed by Dr. HUMES, namely, 
one fragment measuring 7 x 2 millimeters, which was removed 
from the right side of the brain. An additional fragment of 
metal measuring 1 x 3 millimeters was &leo removed from this 
area, both of which ware placed in a glass jar containing a 
black metal top which were thereafter marked for identification 
and following the signing of a proper receipt were trareperted 
by Bureau agents to the 3BI Laboratory. 

Durirg the latter stages of this autopsy, Dr. HUMES located 
an opening which appeared to be a bullet hole which was below 
the shoulacre and two inches to the right ef the middle line 
of the spinal column. 

his opening rae probed by Dr. HUMES with the finger, at which 
time it wan determined that the trejeotory of the missile 
entering at thia point had entered at a downward position of 
Z5 to 60 degrees. Further probing determined that the distence 
travelled by this missile was a short dieteece inasmuch as the 
end of the opening could be felt with tha finger. 

Ineemuch an ne complete bullet of any size could be located in 
tae brain area and 11Lewiee no bullet could be located in the 
beck or any other area of the body as determined by total 
;reds X-Rays and inspection revealing there was no point of 
exit, the individuals performing the autopsy were at a lone 
to explain why they could find no bullets. 

A call was made by Bureau agents to the Firearms Section of 
tie F.3I Laboratory, at which time LA CHARLES L. KILLION advised 
that the Laboratory had reosived through Secret Service 
Agent RICHARD JOHNSON a bullet which had reportedly been round 
nn a stretcher in the emergency room of Pareland Hczpital, 
Dallas, Texan, Thin stretcher had also contained a stethoscope 
and plir of rubber gloves, Agent JOHNSON had advised the 
Laboratory that it had not been ascertained whether or not 
this was the stretcher whioh had been used to transport the 
bAy of President laNNEDY. Agent rILL/oN further described 
tole bullet as pertaining to a 6.5 millimeter rifle which 
would be approximaZ:ely a 23 oa.lier rifle and that this bullet 
consisted of a copper alloy full jacket. 

Immediately following receipt of this information, this was 
made avallabee to rr. HUMES who advised that in his opinion 
tale aecountee for no bullet being located which had enterve 
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that through such movement the bullet had worked its way back outA the point 

of entry..." From this, "Dr. HUMS stated that the pattern was clear that 

the,i bullet had entered the President's back and had worked its way out of 

the body during external cardiac massage..." 

Fractured as this FbI syntax is, it does not stand alone. Other 

documents to be cited and what I have already printed (especially in 

WHITEWASH, "The Doctors and the Autopsy", particularly l851; and WHITEWASH 

II, "Strange Inquest") are corroborative. It is not really addressed ±lat 

by the official explanations the press prefers to accept, and it does dis- 

prove the official explanation of the murder. 	It is abundantly sub- 

stantiated by the testimony of Secret service Agents Roy H. Kellerman and 

William 'R. Greer (Specter took no sworn testimony from Sibert and O'Neill 

although he did interview them, very briefly). 

It is not hearsay, but is the Personal observation of the agents, 

confirmed in detail by those others present who were called as witnesses. 

It cannot he dismissed, as the FBI persuaded Harwood, the Washington Post 

and those who have since retailed it, by the false statement that the 

agents were out o" the room making a phone cell. It is, in fact, the con-

clusion that followed that phone call. Because the agents were present 

throughout the proceedings, from before the arrival of the corpse until the 

body left at almost 4 a.m., there was no part of the autopsy they did not 

observe and ask questions about. 

The angle of the wound was never commented on by those drficials 

seeking to persuade that the agents were wrong. There is, therefore, 

nothing to dispute this "45 to 60 degrees" angle of entry, which would 

eliminate the possibility that the same bullet caused any of Connally's 

wounds as it would make impossible the causing of the President's front 

neck wound by the same Projectile. This alone can explain its strange 

omission in the 'PBI report. If this bullet did not account for it, that 
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the back region and that since external cardiac massage had been performed at Parkland Hospital, it wee entieely posaible that through such moveaant the bullet had worked its may back out of the point of entry lend had fallen on the stretcher. 

Also during the latter stave of the autopsy, a piece of the akull measuring 10 x 6.5 centimeters me brought to Dr. HUMES who was instructed that this had bean removed from the ?reel-dent's ekull. Immediately this section of skull was X-Rayed, at which time it tsar determined 'oer Dr. HUMES that one corner of this election revealed miauta metal particles and inspection of this same area disclosed a ehIppeng of the top portion of this p:eot, both of which indicated that this had been 
the point of exit oethe bullet entering .thWekull region. 

On the basis of the latter two developments, Dr. HUMES 
stated that the pattern was clear that the one bullet had entered the PresidenWe back and had worked eta wee out of the body euring external etrdiae maeseeeeand that a second high velocity bullet had entered tha rear of the skull and had fragmentized prior to exit through the top of the skull. He further pointed out that X-Rays had discl000d numerous fracture), in the cranial area which he attributed to the force generated by the iapeet of the bullet in its *aeeege through the brtin area. He atteibeeted the death of the President to a gunshot wound in the head. 

The following le eemplete 	*/ photegraphe and X-Keys taken by the medical tuthoritiee of the Presidentoe body. They were turned over to Mr. Mt =MERMAN a the Secret Servioe. X-Raye e'er* developed try the hospital, however, the phoeogelphe ear* deliveeed to Stoeet Service undeveloped: 

11 X-Rays 
22 4 x 5 color eehotogrephs 
18 4 x 5 black and white photogrepha 
1 roll of 120 film containing five 4xpoeuree 

Mr. KELLZRMAN stated these items could ba made available to the FBI upon requeet. The portion of the akull measuring 10 x 6.5 centimeters raa maintained in the custody of Dr. HUMES who stated that it also could be made available for further examination. The two metal fragments removed from the brain area were hand carried by SAa STBERT and O'NEILL to the FBI Laboratory immediately following the autopsy and were turned over to SA KURT FRAZIER. 
r • 
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meant another bullet - and another assassin. If this evidence is wrong, 

it was Specter's resornsibility to bring it up and nrove it wrong. It was 

not his responsibility to ignore and try to bury it, which is what happened. 

If the doctors performed.  any examination that in any way refuted 

this observation, it is unreported. 

Also ignored by the official and unofficial apologists - and 

abundantly substantiated elsewhere - is the location of this wound - not 

in the neck but "below the shoulders aryl two inches to the right of the 
Aw„:04.66.:0-0 
mid1-1-ne of the spinal column". This, too, was Personal observation, not 

"hearsay". And this required no mediaal degrees for competent obuervation 

and understanding. Were it true that the agents were out of the autopsy 

room part of the time and that some of what they renorted was "hearsay" 

(which, in every other case, the Commission found acceptable evidence), it 

was not hearsay when they saw the wound and its location. 

Specter's suppression of this evidence and hIs failure to call tleese 

agents - or any of the other 23 competent witnesses not called - leaves thi: 

FBI report intact, its evidence muted but viable, and must raises the 

obvious questions about the alleged fact o4' the autopsy that is neither 

factual nor sensible end about the integrity of everyone involved -who 
vrkl participated ordmew and was silent. 

(It is this sort of behavior that makes particularly appropriate 

the title of Sylvia Leagher's book, Accessories after the Fact.) 

This suppression, of the witnesses and the report, in itself is 

enough to warrant doubt about the official proceedings, of the Commission 

and of the autopsy. 

As we shall see, it need not stand by itself. 

This Sibert-O'Neill report also punctures the FBI balloon that the 
h 

autopsy data was wit}6ld from it until after it made its December 9 report. 
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After Othecomplete listing of photographs and X-rays taken", 11 X-rays, 

22 4x5 color photographs, 18 4x5 black and white photographs 	1 roll 

of .120 film containing five exposures", the report states, "Mr. Kellerman 

stated these items could be made available to the FBI unon request." 

So, if the 7BI, which was, at the time of its December 9 summary 

resort, in charge of the investigation of the President's murder, did not 

have the autopsy evidence, it is not an explanation of excusable errcr but 

41to% 	a self-indictment warranting something other than the official and journal- 

istic silence of assent. 

This FBI report, as well as the too-many other related documents, 

indicts everyone involved, the Commission and its staff, the investigative 

agencies and the complacent, convenientlypblind and mute press. Much more 

does it indict the FBI, which rendered "definitive" reports in which the 

assassination is minor and a tissue-thin, prosecution case against Oswald 

is major. 

To account for the assassination - its entire description - on the 

first of the three brief pages in the December 9 report is this paragraph: 

Kik Lii, use the photocopy 

From page 18 of this 3-,re document, there the evidence against 

Oswald is being mustered: 

Lil, use the photocopy 
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When the flimsy excuse that the FBI had not se-n the autopsy 

evidence - on January 23, 1964, after there was a record  of FBI possession 

of a copy of the autopsy protocol - Hoover included this language in his 

supplementary report: 

Lil, use photocopy 

If there is no solace in the FBI's renorting of the fact of the 

assassination or its solution, may we not take comfort from the neatness of 

its packages, the wide margins to the large typing and the beautiful 

plastic bindings? 

Before these reports were drafted, the FBI knew what the Dallas 

police "general offense report" said of the crime as it related to Governor 

Connally. It also knew that this was utterly destructive of its own 

account as it would be of the Commission's. That wo ld seek to make the 

FBI's unacceptable one more acceptable, to preserve a basis, no matter how 

tenuous, for calling Oswald the lore assassin. Here are the appropfliate 

sentences of that "general offense report": 

"Mr. Connally sustained a gunshot wound with the point of entry 

located in the posterior of the right shoulder; ranging downward 

thru the chest, exi 4- ing on the rightchest just below right nipple. 

The bullet continued, striking* the right wrist, palms ide, exiting 

2 inches from the wrist joint. A fragment continued, entered the 

interior portion of the left thigh causing a flesh wound." 

There can be no doubt of the police source. It had to be the doctor ,  
This, for example, is exactly the medical explanation offered by 1..)r. Robert 

R. Shaw when Arlen Specter took his deposition in Janes on March 3, 1964 

(6H83ff)I 
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"Dr. Maid? I have always felt that the wounds of Governor Connally could 

be explained by the passnge of one missile through his chest, striking 

his wrist and a fragment of it going on into his left thigh. I had never 

entertained the idea that he had been struck by a second missile. 

Mr. SPECTER. Well, focusing for just a minute on the limited question af 

fl 3 

	

	
the physical characteristics of the wounds on the wrist, if you had that 

and nothing more in this case to go on, what would your opinion be as to 

which point was entry and which point was exit? 

Dr. SHAW. Ordinarily, we usually find the wound of entrance is smaller 

than the wound of exit. In the governor's wound on the wrist, however, 

if the wound on the dorsum of the wrist is the wound of entrance, and 

this large missile passed directly through his radius, I'm not clear as 

to why there was not a larger wound of exit than there was. 

Mr. SPECTER. You mean on the volar aspect? 

Dr. SHAW, Yes; if a whole bullet hit here ----" 	(61191) 

Specter had little interest in Dr. Shaw's competent medical opinion 

that there was nolbingle-bullet theory"f(which Specter was then developing):  

that the Governor's thigh wound was caused by a fragment, not a whole bullet 

He had no more interest a month later, when he questioned this same Dr. 

Shaw about the same evidence before the Commission, (In that strange way of 

the Commission, this April 21 testimony, taken a month later, is printed 

two volumes earlierj4H1Olff),„ Specter ignored it. 

When it was his responsibility to present the medical evidence to 

the members of the Commission for their consideration and assessment, it 

was essential for them to know, as Dr. Shaw had already told him under oath 

that he believed it had been caused "by a fragment" of the bullet "going 

into his left thigh". Dr. Shaw, plainly, aborted the sire-bullet theory 

during gestation. By ignoring jr. Shawls testimony, Specter willed his 

stillborn baby into existence and had the birth certificate signed by the 

members of the Commission. 
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. There can be no doubt that Specter knew of this medical opinion that 

rendered his theory invalid, as there can be none that he should have known 

of the police "general offense report" saying exactly the same thing. That 

was his job, his function and responsibility. Here again the solution was 

not confronting evidence but suppressing it. That police report is not in 

the Commission's Report nor, to the best of my recollection, in any of the 

10,000,000 words in its 26 prihted volumes. 
ge 

There is more tht Specter knew and that he eaould have known about 

the autopsy andd the knowledge-e" the 7BI and its agentsef the autopsy and 

its examination. In the Commission's fifth file, folio 149 is headed 

"RESULTS OF AUT0PSY OY JOHN F. HENTEDY". Rightly or wrongly, it says not 

-that the FBI agents reported but that the "autopsy revealed one bullet hole 

located just below shoulders..." 

We can take comfort from neither the possibility of the FBI's error 

nor the fact that,tk right or wrong, it was suppressed from the evidence -

left to plague the future either way. That the FBI would or could make 

such a gross error when investigating and reporting the murder of a Presi-

dent - if it is error - is as unacceptable as its perpetuation by Arlen 

Specter and others on the Commission staff who could and should have raised 

and answered the question when it was their solemn responsibility to do 

just that. 

The concluding sentence presents another and equally inexcusable 

perplexity: "The above information was received by communication from the 

Baltimore office, dated 'November 23, 1963". 

Written by the Dallas office, this clearly and unequivocally says 

that there was a "communication"  that was'addliA2 "dated" the day after the 

assassination; a communication, not a verbal message, dated the earliest it 

could have been, for Eibert and O'Neill were at Naval Hospital until about 

4:00 a.m. that day, November 23. 
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RESULTS OF ACT06'S1 ON JOHN F. Kiwan 

On November 23, 19C3, an autopsy was performed on the 
former Presiderit JOHN F. KENNEDY at the National Naval 

.o.11 ,.:al Center, Bethesda, Maryland. A total body X-ray and 
,41,1 	revealed ono bullet hole located just below eboulllers 
to right of spinal column and hand-probing indicated trajectory 
n. angle of 45 to 6U degrees downward and hole of abort depth 
with no point oi7 exit. No bullet located in body. 

A second bullet entered back of head and thereafter 
through top of skull, Tee metal fragments removed frcQ 

,:ain area, the first 7 x 2 millimeter' and the other 3 1;y 1 
,.%,,Imetere in size. 

The above two metal fragments were turned over to 
k.,ente of the FBI for delivery to the FBI Laboratory. 

A piece of skull measuring 10 by 6.5 cepAimetort4 
rlow- In La nethiAids, `r :.m 	 fiospital and thi4 

m elite metal fragments where bullet emerged . fror. skull. 

With respect to the bullet tille located in toff {!ac: 
.'z'I.J -1.);rifit at National Naval Medical Center wam of the npLn: 

!,.lot worked it,, war out of ti 	victim', bacx. dozing 
,:irformed at Dialers hospital prior to transportuth 
Washington. 

With respect to this situation, it is noted that 
77.P-n-vice Ageht RICHAliD JOHNSON turned over to tilt* fol 

.1;,:ory one 6.6 m.11imoter rifle bullet (approximetuly 
.iJoor), copper alloy, full jacket, which he aovised 1.AM 

a etret::tar in the emergency room of the Dallas hospital to 
victim was takeu.JCUNSON was unable to advise wheier 

c,er on which this bullet was found had been used for tLe 

'ho above information was recoivt,:i by CCUZIULLC,4:1WA 
ot. this Laitimare Office, dated bovomber 23, 12C3. 
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That, too, iss4gsuonressed from the evidence. 

More, it is entirely missing from the files. when my own search 

disclosed no suchlommunicttion", Imado an official request for it. The 

cfficial response is that the Archivist could not find it. 

That there need have remained no question about the observations of 

the FBI agents at the autopsy we know from Specter himself. Although he 

, 
	did not call them or any of the other 23 uncalled witnesses of whose?/ex- 

istence and competence he knew, he did, personallhinterview Sibert and 

0/Yeill. He summoned them to his office on arch I?, 1964. His question-

ing was unduly brief. It lasted from "annroximately 10:00 a.m to 10:45 a.m. 

He scent the 15 minutes beginning en hour later dictating a mmorandum to 

Comrission General Counsel J. Lee Rankin. 

For this memorandum on "Interview of FBI Agents Fresent at Autopsy", 

a mere six paragranhs that could have fit on a single printed page among 

those many thousands in the 4 volumes holding the estimated 10,000,000 

words that were printed, there was no space. It, too, is suppressed from 

the evidence. This is consistent with Specter's failure to summon the.J.4  

agents or any of the other 23 men he knew were present and take tostirony 

from them. 

From it we cannot know what Specter asked them and how they resoonde, 

We can know only what he chose to record. That is enough to invalidate the 

explanation given Harwood and since repeated as the given word by the press 

that the PB1-  aperts could have known about the search for the bullet that 

caused the rear non-fatal wound only from hearsay and that they were both 

absent from the autopsy at tF crucial momerts. One can understand Specter 

subsequent silence, when this false report was broadcast throughout the 

world,, if one need not symnathize with or approve this silence when lies 

were being told about the investigation of a Presideertis murder and he 

knew they were lies. 
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"SA 0'71E111 and SA Sib.ert advised that the autopsy surgeons made 

substantial efforts to determine if there was a missile in President 

Kennedy's body to explain what haprened to the bullet which apparently 

entered the back of his body. They stated that the opinion was expressed 

by both Comrander Humes and Lt. Col. Finck that the bullet might have been 

I forced out of the back of the President's body upon application of external 

besrt massage. They stated that this theory was advanced after SA Sibert 

called the FBI laboratory and talked to SA Killion who advised that a tulle 

had been found on a stretcher at Parkland Hospital. SA Slbert relayed that 

information to the doctors." 

Thus, as Specter knew, the agents' knowledge was nersonal, for they 

gave the doctors the information from which the doctors developed their 

exolanetion. This errly, as we shall see, Specter was building his case, 

not really seeking all the fact. Examination of this memo shows Specter 

Was interested in none of the evidence that could have been adduced from 

the agents, only arguments. For example, could the doctors have advanced 

the belief that external cardiac massage caused the bullet to have worked 

its way out? Specter's representation of this is that while the agents 

recalled no discussion of it prior to their reporting of the finding of 

the bullet, "however, neither agent could conclusively rule out the possi-

bility." This and the accepted assurance of the ggents that they made 

few notes and then destroyed those constitute the first half of Specter's 

memorandum. 

This refledts a strange lack of interest in what went on at the 

autopsy, in the written renort of these agents and its sensational informa-

tion in violent opposition to what Specter htmsel'' was later to adduce for 

the record. That was consistent with his "theory" of the assassination. We 

can get no help or information from what remains, which is devoted to 
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semantics, the exact words these FBI agents attributed to Secret Service 

Agents Kellerman and Greer. 

There is rot a single word in here about Wao was present at the 

autopsy; what the agents saw and heard, at;-er than the single reference to 

cardiac massage; who could coproborate or disprove what the agents reported] 

what the more important personages were doing - were they just observing, 

or did the head of the entire Naval biedical installation and the Presi-

dent's personal physician (both a rarity, medical admirals), participate? 

Did they have knowledge requiring that they be called as witnesses? (Of 

course they did, but they weren't called.) What kinds of pictures were 

taken when, especially of the non-fatal injuries? At w4ht stage in the 

autopsy examination? Was the alleged path of this bullet ever actually 
..--"---", 

45  
------- 

that a tracheotomy had been performed in Dallas pe*when the doctors pre- 

tended they really didn't know and ha'to phone Dallas (twice, though the 

Report acknowledges only one time)? 

.e. 	What about those pictures and X-rays, their number and kind, that, 

from evidence we shall examine, we know Specter by this ttme knew mei 

would not be presented in evidence, as his own legal training and experienc( 

told him they show be? 
? 

Silenee. Not a single word' 

That "surgery of the head area"? Again, total silence. Specter's 

interest was not in these facts but in the theory he was developing, what 

...,‘ 	becamOe a substitute for fact. 
l,\&/' 

 

How about the FBI summary and supplementary reports? Specter had 

the agents from whom their content allegedly came in his own office. The 

question of their Possible error? The.* omission of the "missed " bullet 

..." this question? How did the agents know as soon as the body was unwrapped /traced, or was it just guessed at? Were pictures taken that could ander 
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and the front-neck wound, in which he certainly had to have had an interest 

What about the minimum of five bullets these two additions accounted for 

if they could not be accommodated within the theory Specter was developing: 

Again, no question, no single mention. 

The notation  of the rear, non-fatal wound is vital to the Commiss-

ion's and Specter's theory as.it is to the autopsy, even though its 

location where the printed autopsy report and the Commission's Report say 

it was cannot in itself validate the Report. Here Specter had in front 

of him two men who, in pursuance of their official duties as FBI investiga-

tors, had seen this wound hnd had, to 'his knowledge, written a report that 

totally invalidated his growing "theory" by locating it not In the neck 

but below the shoulder2„ 
rhDer: / 

Rafter than aestrpri-his gestatigg "theory" with fact, h+o-omerAndum 

ilopert-s no single question he 	it a 

Nothing about its location and nothing about its aggle or depthi 

Had they been absent for a significant period - both of them -

making a phone call and missed anything important? 

,Why had they left to make a phone call? Did they want to be unheard 
- 

by the others? (There was a phone in that room. Why? Still again, silence 

All of these questions demanded asking And required answers. This 

was the murder of a President  under "investigation". The national integrit 

was at stake, as was that of the participants. There was the "crime of the 

century" to be solved, the honor of the new government and its head to be 

protected from the inevitable rumors and questions such as "who benefitted?' 

the questions lawyers, properly, always ask. 

But these questions, had Specter asked thel,would have elicited the 

answers we already know, for we now have the suppressed evidence that holds 

them. We now know that all of the answers were answers he and the govern-

ment didn't want. Because there is no question of Specter's competence, 
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none of his experience, what remains but the deliberate avoidance and 

suppression of evidence the taking of which would record proof",  that in- 
fr$4 

validated the Report not yet written? (As we shall see --pp-r- 	• the 

Report was already outlined and decided upon, though the "Investigation" 

to be"reported" upon had not yet commenced0 

Unfortunately, had bad as this is, It is not all and is not the 

worst. 

This is one way to "investigate" the murder of a President - the 

way the murder of John F. Kennedy was "investigated". It is Specterts 

way and the Comr-Issionis. But let us hope it is not the way the American 

people will indefinitely put up with now that the truth, officially 

suppressed, is at last out. 


